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ABSTRACT 

Ruskin Bond is an award winning Indian author of British descent, very famous for his role in making 

children’s literature popular in India. A creative writer, he has written more than 500 short stories, essays and 

novels. His popular novel ‘The Blue Umbrella’ was made into a Hindi film of the same name which was 

awarded the National Film Award for Best Children's Film, in 2007. He is also the author of more than 50 

books for children and two volumes of autobiography. He was born as the son of a British couple when India 

was under colonial rule; he spent his early childhood in Jamnagar and Shimla. His childhood was spoiled by 

his parents’ separation and his father’s death. He sought solace in reading and writing, and wrote one of his 

first short stories at the age of 16. He then moved to the U.K. in search of better prospects, but returned to 

India after some years. This paper discusses the early phase of Ruskin Bond Life as a boy and how he started 

writing. 
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It was during the Victorian Age when the sun never set in the British Empire, Herbert William Bond, the 

grandfather of Ruskin Bond was born in The Parish of Islington in the Country of the Middlesex. The year 

was 1863, six years after Queen Victoria was proclaimed the Empress of India, and the empire needed 

soldiers to defend and preserve it. So Herbert William Bond was enlisted as a soldier in the Scottish Rifles in 

1883.  Queen Victoria proclamation of 1985 assured “the native princess and engagements made with 

them… are by us accepted and will be scrupulously maintained”. 

The fact that, in 1883, Herbert enlisted as a barefoot soldier at the age of twenty and a half speakers of the 

family circumstances. Soon after the Easter of 1894, he married Gloriana Elizabeth Enever in Jubbulpore. 

Gloriana Elizabeth happened to be an orphan from Motihari (East Champaran, Bihar), where Gandhi was to 

launch his first nonviolent Satyagrah against the indigo planters and the Raj after two and a half decades (she 

was brought up by Colonial Leslie on an indigo estate in Champaran). In 1935 the Chamber of Princes reject 

the idea of partnership or any type democratic set up in the native states. The princes wanted to remain 

independent entities when the Englishmen left India. The Maharaja of Bikaner declared in the Chamber of 

Princes on 22nd January 1935, “… when the crown is unable to afford the Indian States the necessary 

protection in fulfillment in its treaty obligations, the princes and states will die fighting to the bitter end.” 

 Ruskin Bond , Herbert William’s Grandson and the oldest of three siblings, was born on 19th May 1934 in 

Kasauli. Bond’s father Aubrey Bond joined the Royal Air Force at the time of the Second World War and 

after two some moved station, and house, several times a year. It also meant that young Ruskin Bond was 

sent away to boarding school when his father could not take him along with him. When Bond was four years 

old, his mother was separated from his father and married a Punjabi-Hindu, Mr. Hari, who himself had been 
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married once. His father Aubrey Bond had died in 1944 during World War II, and he was raised by his 

mother, stepfather Mr. Harrison (an Indian businessman) and other relatives. For a while, he attended 

Hampton Court School. He completed his schooling at Bishop Cotton School in Shimla. He grew up in 

Jamnagar, Dehradun, Shimla and Delhi. 

His Calcutta granny, living far off, volunteered to do so bears testimony to her love and compassion, indeed, 

as it  also speaks volumes about the cold insensitivity of his maternal grandmother living in Dehradun, as 

well of his mother. Although Ruskin could see this kind loving Calcutta Granny only once, he summarizes 

her as a Milk of human kindness. From the maternal side, Ruskin Bond’s grandfather had settled in 

Dehradun after his retirement from the railways. Bond was unfortunate to miss the love and companionship 

of both his paternal and maternal grandfathers. While the former had died long before his birth, the latter 

also passed away when he was only a year old. Of the two grannies, circumstances compelled him to be 

nearer the maternal Granny, living in Dehradun rather than the paternal Granny, labeled as “Calcutta 

Granny”. 

 

Grandmother could be kind, but she did not dote on her grandchildren. If you told her you were hungry, you 

were presented with a slice of bread and butter. When I was really hungry, I slipped across to Misskellner’s, 

part of the house. She had a well stocked larder and would play me with cakes, scones, meringues, ginger 

biscuits & other delicious. 

 

His sister Allen was sent to his paternal grandmother in Calcutta while his mother retained custody of his 

baby brother. Though these were tumultuous years the young boy cherished the time, he spent his father, 

watching Hollywood films and learning to appreciate his remarkable writings. After his father’s death 

Ruskin was sent to Dehradun to live with his mother, stepfather and a half brother. In the Memoir of Ruskin 

Bond, she is referred to as the Calcutta Granny, living on the park lane. Though there are no sketches of hers 

in any of the autobiographical pieces written by Ruskin Bond, we do get to know that Ellen, the handicapped 

sister of Ruskin, lived with her. His grandfather died when he was just a year old. 

He has one sister and brother, Ellen Bond and William Bond. When he was ten years old Ruskin went to his 

grandmother's house in Dehradun (he called her the "Calcutta Granny") because of his father's sudden death 

due to frequent bouts of malaria and jaundice. And so despite insecurity and uncertainty of the future, he 

prefers charting out his own course and walking alone. His new family was mostly indifferent to him and 

Ruskin took solace in nature and books. That was the period of transition in India- the British were leaving 

India and for many families. It was the time to take the decision on where their future lay.  

Though the time was going through hard times financially – Ruskin’s stepfather was not able to make a 

success of any of his business ventures and would go back to his first wife whenever the going got tough so 
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his mother decided to stay back in India, so his education continued in a boarding school in Shimla, while 

his holidays were spent in Dehradun.  By the time, he entered his teenage, India had won freedom, and the 

colonialists were packing up. The teenage boy, an unwanted orphan- his father having died in 1944, and his 

mother taken away by an Indian lover even before father’s demise- Bond was forced to make a choice in the 

wake of India’s independence to move away to the safe haven of England and bask in the glory of erstwhile 

colonial days, or to continue living in the country of his birth and childhood, congenial and warm but with 

hardly any prospects for a young budding author in English. By and large all the British, with a very few 

expectations were naturally moving to their native country. After completing his schooling, Bond’s mother 

sent him to England in 1944, because she thought that he had no future in India. The main reason was that, 

Bond was born in the dying days of the British Raj, and Britishers were leaving India. So, after his High 

School education in Shimla, he spent four years in England.   

As a young man, he spent four years in the Channel Islands and London. In London he started writing his 

first novel, The Room on the Roof, the semi-autobiographical story of an orphaned Anglo-Indian boy Rusty. 

Bond used the advance money which he got for this book to pay the sea passage to Bombay. Among blood 

relatives, Bond has two sisters, one living in England and one in India (the latter with her stepfather's 

daughter by his first marriage). His brother first left India for England, then England for Canada, where he 

has resided since 1967. He also has two half-brothers from his mother's remarriage after his father's death.  

He is a writer of Post Independence era when ‘Gandhian Whrilwind’ had led to the discovery of new 

political, social, economic, religious, ethical and psychological themes. But none of these themes of Indian 

renaissance could interest Bond and draw him into the vortex of the time. There is a near absence of social or 

political upheavals in his works. Most of his contemporaries- Bhabani Bhattacharya, Kamala Markandaya, 

Khushwant Singh, Rama Mehta, Manohar Mulgonkar, Anita Desai, Chaman Nahal, Nayantra Sehgal, to 

mention a few – dwelt with  variations largely  on these themes on impulses. But Bond imagination was 

caught by the quaint beauty of nature intertwined with the melody of breezes forming a world of magic free 

from discordant notes. During this crucial stage, young people make important decision that affect their 

personalities, self worth, love and marriage, and future carrers. It is also during adolescence that “young 

adults experience isolation, socialization, confusion and rebellion”. Today he has a large adopted family 

there at Ivy Cottage whose windows open out on the forest and the distant snow-peaks of the Himalaya and 

welcome the waves of inspiration. Bond’s love for folk music and his passion for collecting books (both old 

and new, for he considers it to be a ‘more thoughtful form of entertainment’ and learning than the rival 

attractions of T.V. and video) give him a characteristic distinction. 

The year between 1945 and 1950 were important years for Ruskin Bond. He read voraciously everything 

from comics to literature. Primarily, it was the father of father of Ruskin Bond who stimulated his taste for 

reading and writing and shaped his creative zeal. Bond claims  that he had read nearly fifteen thousand 
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books of many western and Indian authors prominent among them being Dickens, Wordsworth, H.G. Wells, 

Walter De La Mare, Rudyard Kipling, Somerset Maugham, J.B. Priestly, , Lewis Carroll ,A.G. Gardiner, 

Robert lynd, Chesterton, Andre Gide, Thoreau, William Saroyan, Mark Twain, Rabindra Nath Tagore, Mulk 

Raj Anand, and R.K. Narayan. Besides, his readers May easily discern in his writings the qualities of 

Chekhov or Tolstoy, Poe or Hemingway, O.Henry or Hemingway, O.Henry or Katherine Mansfield. 

However, Bond never imitates any of these. He is an original sensibility which may appear running parallel 

to those of many. He was strongly influenced by Charles Dickens, David Copperfield, Hugh Walpole’s 

fortitude. Dickens has been a model for him, yet he is different from Dickens who enjoyed life but hated the 

social systems to which he belonged, while Bond loves the world he inhabits and registers no complains 

whatsoever. Similarly, Bond’s vision of childhood and his jungle spirit have much in common with 

Kipling’s view of India as a child and his rapturous account of jungle- life.   

His love for books was so immense that he decided even before leaving school that he would be a writer. But 

apart from the library and the football field there was not much about school that excited him so much, so he 

actually left his physics answer sheet blank during his half yearly exams. During this time he had his own 

room on the roof. The window provided a great view and all the inspiration a young man needed to write. As 

an intelligence observer of human life, he displays the maturity, sophistication and remarkable ease of the 

storyteller. The characters and incidents spring out of his experience of daily life, boy and girl, man and 

women, bazaar and shop, hill and plain, the tress and the forest, and all are close to his observation. In Bonds 

case most of his writings are autobiographical, the first person singular narrative becomes the natural choice.  

His themes and experiences are presented with depth and feeling through the story of Rusty, the protagonist. 

Like, Ruskin Bond, Rusty is an Anglo Indian who is born in a British hill station. Orphaned as a young 

child, Rusty is bought up in India as a Britisher by his guardian, Mr. Harrison. He studies in expensive 

British style schools and lives in the isolated European section of the Himalayan town of Dehra Dun. Mr. 

Harrison a Stern and insensitive man, inculcates a sense of superiority and exclusivity in the child- even 

though India is no longer a colony of Great Britain. Mr. Harrison, and others like him, continues to live in 

India either because of business interest or because they are used to comforts that Indian can offer. It is a 

world of privilege and convenience, an artificial world which is not rooted in the soil of India. At the 

beginning of the novel, rusty is a shy and withdrawn boy who suffers from a confusion of values. He has no 

friends, British or Indian, and his only contact with Indians is through servants. The real world beyond the 

clock tower- “the bazaars and India and life itself”- are forbidden to him. The author tells readers that rusty 

finds relief and escape from his confined world through dreams of “sudden and perfect companionship, 

romance and heroic”. 

The year 1950 is of the great importance, in the life of Ruskin Bond, for it was in this year his first writing 

“The Room on the Roof”, was published after several experiments. In 1951, a seventeen year old Anglo- 
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Indian youth in the Channel Islands worked diligently at a typewriter purchased with borrowed money in 

order to recall the “people and places… (he) had known and loved” in India (‘Typewriter’110). The result 

was intensely personal novel, The Room on the Roof, which was written out of a sense of exile and 

loneliness for India. Ruskin Bond gave voice to the dilemma he faced, as the son of British parents when he 

left India at the end of the Raj. His experiences, cultural codes, and socialization were all rooted in India. Far 

From Returning ‘Home’ to England, he suffered the postcolonial trauma of displacement, loss of country, 

loss of family and friends, change in life style, insecurity and financial problems. Born and raised and 

educated in India, Ruskin Bond had very little in common with Anglo Saxons other than pigmentation. The 

Room on the Roof is a complex novel that functions at several levels of experience and meaning 

simultaneously. Apart from its obvious autobiographical elements, it can be considered a pioneering 

adolescent novel, even though adolescent literature had not been recognized as a literary genre at that time. 

Not surprisingly, when it was first published in 1956 by Andre Deutsch, the dust jacket described it as ‘an 

adult novel of adolescence’.  

Judith Rich Harris and Robert M .Liebert, says “Adolescence is the transitional period from the dependency 

of childhood to the independence and responsibility of being an adult. At this point in their lives, young 

people struggle with two fundamental problems: to redefine their relationships with parents and other adults 

their relationship with parents and other adults and to establish themselves as individuals” 

 

 He became a rock like personality by the deep religiosity of his writings and also by his laying of great 

emphasis on imagination in the process of poetic creation and writings. His writings are a complex 

combination of these two cultures as they draw on the different traditions and languages. Bond seems to 

have assimilated the Indian culture and made it his own. As he says: 

 “If a child is surrounded by Britishers, he will become British, if he is around Indians more, he will become 

Indian”. Basically the Anglo Indian community came into being during the colonial era when many 

Englishmen who served in India married or had relationship with Indian women. Anglo Indians are the 

children of these unions”. 

Anglo Indians differ from Indians and Indian Christians in their speech, food habits and manner of dressing. 

At the time of independence, uncertain of their future in a country they deemed indifferent to their interests, 

many of them- at least those who could afford to - left India to seek alternative futures in England, Australia 

and Canada. 

 Bond occupies an important place among the romantic critics of modern writers, even though his volume of 

critical works in prominently meager. 

 In his first writing, Room on the roof, Rusty, a sixteen-year-old Anglo-Indian boy, is dissatisfied with life in 

the declining European community at Dehra Dun. He was unhappy with the strict ways of his English 
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guardian, so he runs away from home to live with Indian friends. Plunging for the first time into the dream-

bright world of the bazaar, Hindu festivals and other aspects of Indian life, Rusty is enchanted and is lost 

forever to the prim proprieties of the European community. Rusty, the hero of the novel is unhappy with his 

strict guardian & being confined to the declining European community in Dehra Dun Finally, one day he is 

bold enough to venture into forbidden Indian Territory. He meets a Sikh boy. A boy of strange everlasting 

rejoices, he soon becomes Rusty’s best friend. Ranbir, Hindu by caste and the strongest wrestler in the 

bazaar invokes in Rusty a rebellious spirit that earns him his freedom for life. Then there is Suri. 

Bespectacled and wise to behold, Suri possesses an almost criminal cunning, and is both respected and 

despised by all who know him. His interests are confined to people and their privacies; which privacies, 

when known to Suri, are made public. After running away from home, his new friends shelter him and soon 

he gets a job as an English teacher of Mr. Kapoor’s son. Mr. Kapoor was once a rich man who has lost his 

job because of his addiction to alcohol. His only assist is his lovely wife Meena who soon takes a special 

place in Rusty’s heart.  

But the most important member of the family is their son Kishan, who also becomes Rusty’s best friend. 

They have a lovely time together and Meena gives Rusty the best gift of his life. It was a lonely room on 

their house roof which was scarcely furnished, but incredibly close to the Banyan tree, and nature in general. 

It was a place he could call home. He called it the room on the Roof. Ruskin Bond also addresses the 

sensitive topic of the emerging sexuality of teenagers, which was neglected during the 1950s. Developmental 

psychologists state that, ‘with the onset of adolescence…the sexual identity of childhood is suddenly 

complicated by powerful chemical and physical changes in the body that promote sexual identity of 

childhood is suddenly complicated by powerful chemical and physical changes in the body that promote 

sexual and romantic interests”.  

With seriousness and candour, the room on the roof describes rusty’s passionate and adoring love for Mrs. 

Meena Kapoor, she is the mother he has never known. Meena responds to his adoration first with motherly 

affection, and then, perhaps because of her frustrated and unhappy life with her alcoholic husband, she is 

flattered by Rusty’s attention and returns his kiss. The two are kindred souls. Rusty feels protective toward 

Mrs. Kapoor   because , like her, he was once trapped in a  loveless relationship. She is abused emotionally 

and psychologically by her husband’s drunkenness and sense of failure, just as he was abused physically and 

mentally by Mr. Harrison. He wants to give her the love and attention that she deserves, and that he was so 

sadly denied in his British world. Rusty’s awakening love for an older woman, according to psychologists, is 

a normal aspect of adolescent sexuality. His love “Brings with it a resurgence of Oedipus feelings”. That 

prompts him “to idolize his mother (or a mother figure) and to believe that she is more appreciative of him or 

that she responds to him in a more appropriate manner than his father (Mr. Kapoor, in this case)”. (Harris 

and Liebert 484). 
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Rusty, a sixteen-year-old Anglo-Indian boy, is orphaned, and has to live with his English guardian in the 

European part of town, in Dehra Dun. He plunged for the first time into the dream-bright world of the 

bazaar, Hindu festivals and other aspects of Indian life. Ruskin Bond expresses the warmth of rural life or 

the life of small towns where things are generally colored by superstitions and ritualistic traditions with a 

touch of originality. This means that his language does not betray its ‘source of derivation’. Besides, his 

words are never a crude equivalent to delicious feeling. The only thing that occasionally infiltrates his 

writings, of course not violently, is his habitual intimacy with westerns writers like Kipling or dickens, 

Wordsworth and Thoreau. However, he does not allow them to be a load on his psyche. Indeed, Bond looks 

into the interiors of life with a sensibility that is neither oriental nor occidental, but elemental. 

Rusty embarks on yet another journey of discovery in order to find his true self. He reluctantly decides to go 

to the British High Commision in New Delhi to request a passage to England. On his way to Delhi, he stops 

to see Kishen at Haridwar, only to learn that Kishen had run away to become a thief after his father’s 

remarriage. Rusty’s brotherly love for Kishen prompts him to search for Kishen. He also fulfils the trust that 

Mrs. Kapoor had placed in him that he should look after her son. Rusty, once again, moves away from the 

narrow world of protecting and being responsible for another human being. He responds with the same 

loyalty, friendship and generosity that were earlier extended to him. He finds Kishen, and together they plan 

to return to Dehra Dun to start a new life. The novel ends when Rusty, having made his choices, can look 

forward to life in India with Kishen as his companion. He has at last fulfilled the commitment he made to 

himself the day he ran away from his British world. As is typical of adolescent novels, the events of The 

Room on the Roof “prepare the reader and the book’s protagonist for a life yet to be lived”. While in 

Haridwar, a place of pilgrimage for Hindus, Rusty takes a ritual bath in the holy water of the Ganges, 

symbolizing his renewal and baptism into Indian Culture. 

“Lying on his belly on the river bank, he drank of the holy waters. Then he pulled off his shirt and sandals, 

and slipped into the water. There were men and women on all sides, praying with their faces to the sun. 

Great fish swam round them, unafraid and unmolested, safe in the sacred waters of the Ganges”. 

Rusty now knows that despite his white skin, he belongs to his friends, to India, and to the entire universe. 

On his return journey to Dehra Dun, a woman in a ferry boat asks him: “what are you my son, are you one of 

us?  I have never, on this river, seen blue eyes and golden hair,’ Rusty replies, “I am nothing… I am 

everything”. Although Rusty has achieved cultural harmony and oneness with the diverse world of India, 

according to psychologists, he has, more importantly, completed his process of individuation. First, he has 

reached the achievements status in his search for an identity, that is, he is socially adapted and enjoys high 

levels of intimacy with others (Harris and Liebert 520). Second, the successful completion of the heroic 

quest symbolizes Rusty’s maturation and self actualization. The journey serves as a metaphor for Rusty’s 

passage from childhood to adulthood, from dependency to responsibility, from exclusively to assimilation, 
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from self- effacement to confidence and self respect. This novella was written when the author was himself 

seventeen, received the John Lwyllen Rhys memorial prize.  

The room on The Roof also succeeds in presenting the adolescent’s perspective of adults. Nat Hentoff, in his 

analysis of books for teenagers, states that, “remarkably absent from most fiction for the young is any real 

density of perception of the ways in which they (adolescent) look at and react to the adults with whom they 

live”. On the one hand, the room portrays the caring and motherliness of Mrs. Kapoor and Somi’s mother. 

But, on the other hand, it holds up a minor to the false values, abusiveness, rationalization, an selfishness of 

adults in their dealings with children. With excruciating frankness, Bond exposes the cruelty and hypocrisy 

of Mr. Harrison; and the self- centredness, indulgence and neglect of Mr. Kapoor toward his son. Despite his 

freedom, rusty is still a dependant in the Indian world. He relies on Somi for guidance, on Ranbir and others 

for companionship, and on the Kapoors for board and lodging. This world is rudely shattered when Mr. and 

Mrs. Kapoor go to New delhi, and Kishen is left in Rusty’s care. Mrs. Kapoor is killed in a car accident, and 

Mr. Kapoor decides not to return home. One by one, Rusty’s friends also leave Dehra Dun: Somi and his 

mother leave because of Somi’s education, Ranbir and Suri leave for boarding school in Mussoorie, and 

Kishen is taken to his aunt’s house in Haridwar. Although Rusty still has his room on the roof- symbolic of 

his personal autonomy- he is no longer a part of the busy life in the compound of the house. He feels he has 

no roots in the Indian world apart from the immediate physical presence of his friends and the security of 

their homes. He is once again homeless, he does not belong anywhere.  

Bond produces instances of the genuine and of amateur, or erroneous and perverted, critics, culled from the 

history of literary taste, to substantiate his position. His peculiar function is to open out the soul of little and 

familiar things, alike in nature and in human life. His fields are therefore narrow, and, besides, he is deficient 

in romance, his moral sympathies are somewhat limited, and he intends also to ignore the darker aspects of 

the world. But in this very optimism lay his strength. The novel is like a fantasy of teen. 

Rusty resolves his personal crisis by defining himself as an Indian of mixed British and Indian heritage, by 

integrating his national identity with his psychological and social selves, and by responding emotionally to 

his friends and country. Ruskin Bond’s own loyalty to the country of his choice is obvious because he has 

not succumbed to the temptation of leaving India, as many Indians have done, for more lucrative jobs 

abroad. In an essay entitled, “On being an Indian”, he writes, “I am terrified at the thought of going away 

(from India) and then being unable to come back. This almost happened to me when, as a boy, I went to 

England, longed to get back, and did not have the money for the passage”. He goes on to explain that his 

identity as an Indian is uncompromising: “race did not make me one. Religion did not make me one. But 

history did. And in the long run, it’s history that counts”. 

As a first novel, the room on the roof is not an immature attempt, but the work of an experienced artist who 

once and for all establishes his trademark as a writer: blending fiction and autobiography; expressing his 
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affinity with nature and Himalayan mountains; revealing the inner life of a lonely child; displaying fierce 

independence in pursing his dream; and writing with nostalgia and subtle humor. Images from The room on 

the roof echo throughout Ruskin Bond’s later works, thus lending unity and wholeness to his writing career.  

Bond is not a moral analyst like R.K. Narayan (morality is enacted, not stated in Narayan’s fiction) or a 

social reformist like Mulk Raj Anand or Bhabani Bhattacharaya. He is a pure humanist practicing spiritual 

humanism unconcernedly. Mulk Raj Anand is also a great humanist and without understanding this spirit of 

humanism, which constitutes the core of his creativity, the study of his works perhaps can’t be complete and 

true. But humanism is influenced and underlined is influenced and underlined by Gandhism and Marxism 

although the genuine inner content of his feeling for mankind is doubtless. R.K Narayana characteristically 

appears committed to his comic vision, Raja Rao to his philosophical intellectualism, Bhabani Bhattacharya, 

Mnaohar Mulgonkar and Khushwant Singh to socio- historical realism, B. Rajan and Arun Joshi to 

psychological realism, Chaman Nahal, Nayantra Sahgal and many others to political philosophies, and so on. 

But Ruskin Bond is a writer thoroughly uncommitted to any such ideology.  A born story- teller, he looks at 

life without any preconditions of thought. Perhaps that is why there is a remarkable openness and 

wholesomeness in his art.  

Mr. Bond wandering into hills, travelling in very slow trains without tickets, bathing into streams, eating 

road side foods, sleeping in dormitories, meeting with an unknown aunt, Bond has shared a lot of 

experiences, locations and people of his life. Since everyone’s life contains material for a novel or a story or 

a poem, Bond preferred to concentrate on his own life, perhaps the most credible material for an artist, and 

also on the lives of those men, women and children, both towns and hill folks, whom he could watch from 

close quarters for a period of time or whose paths he crossed by chance. Consequently he could weave out 

beautiful and convincing patterns of plot with utmost delicacy of feeling and keenness of observation 

achieved through his autobiographical first person narration- a courageous technique that enables the artist to 

make himself but of all criticism and give the world in turn, both pleasure and profit par excellence. There 

may be a greater warmth of the freedom struggle, of the pathetic plights of the down trodden, of the ‘tragic 

drama of partition’, of the wounded civilization etc., in the works of his contemporaries, but there is 

definitely far greater inner peace and harmony in Bond’s writings. 

  After conclude “The Room on the Roof” the author began where room on the roof ends. Rusty and 

Kishan both alone, without sufficient money they came back to Dehradun from Haridwar. On the way they 

got a lift on a bullock cart, crossed the river met a tiger, slept in a wanting room at railway platform, ate road 

sided food. Once in Dehradun they required food, place to sleep, and work to live, when they have tried 

almost everything and finally ended in an old abandoned church outside city with some distance of a floating 

spring. Kishan was adopted by his one of distant aunt and Rusty travels in the hills to find out the meaning 

and identify of his life. 
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 In this search Ruskin introduce many characters and most of them are very humorous- boy called ‘lufunga’ 

who is rusty’s companion in the search of his aunt, Mr. Pettigrow friend of rusty’s father who helped rusty’s 

companion in the search of his aunt, Mr. Pettigrow friend of Rusty’s father who helped Rusty financially, a 

sardar boy who sells combs and cosmetics. After wandering almost everywhere Rusty what his dead father 

has left for him in the custody of his aunt- the treasure was the some old copies of books. With this treasure 

Rusty was not sure to come back ever to Dehradun. Ruskin has maintained humor in whole of story; there 

are numerous situations of laugh. Dialogues are punching and again humorous. When Rusty asks Kishen 

where he has been, instead of saving that he was adopted by his aunt Kishen replied: 

“I am kidnapped”. There is also a very good humorous situation when Rusty and Sudhir took shelter in hut 

of a man who does so many funny activities for drinking rum for them. Apart from there is another typical 

Ruskin Bond situation as delayed buses, overcrowded trains, lovely girls, fine descriptions of forests, rivers 

and bazaar.  

Bonds writes is as clear, fresh and life-like as anything. His writings are very simple and subjective. He 

apprehends all things, natural and human, as the expression of something which, while manifested in them, 

immeasurably transcends them. It is undeniable that Bond confined his writings mostly within his relation 

with nature and the description of the growth of his personal poetic faculty and his philosophy of life. He 

restricted his subject- matter to the humble and rustic things and affairs – to wretchedness, madness, and 

poverty- all other important multiple facts of life not being taken by him. Basically the youthful Bond was 

delighted by the charm of love and he felt to urge to urge his feelings in his writings. But the mature Bond 

confusedly writes verses with a definite purpose other than just that of expressing his feelings. As an 

intelligence observer of human life, he displays the maturity, sophistication and remarkable ease of the 

storyteller.  

The characters and incidents spring out of his experience of daily life , boy and girl, man and women, bazzar 

and shop, hill and plain, the tress and the forest, all are close to his observation so to be transformed into 

some memorable tale. Unpretentious yet accomplished and covered with a yearning for times gone by, 

Ruskin Bond’s verse is very much like his prose and  help thinking of the man with his wide smile and 

naughty sparkle in his eyes and an ability to use an old fashioned word like ‘tiddly ‘with a certain inimitable 

style that much forgotten art of fragile irony. This first-time collection of poems by India's most-loved 

'author of the Hills' is quintessential Ruskin Bond: lucid, effortless and beautifully written. The collection 

brings together some heartwarming poems about nature and wildlife, imaginative, into the poet's dreams 

(and nightmares) and some humorous interludes about his driving skills—or lack thereof. These and many 

other poems make for an absorbing and deeply satisfying read, for poetry and Ruskin Bond buffs of all ages. 

The superiority of his writings is accompanied by vivid and intelligent pen and ink sketches. 
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Autobiographical sketches and stories from India s best-loved writer in English, for over four decades now, 

by way of innumerable short stories, essays, poems and novels, Ruskin Bond has championed simplicity and 

quietude in life and in art. The collection of essays and episodes from his journals is, in his own words, a 

celebration of survival as a freelance. The author’s early forays into the literary magazines of the 1950s and 

60s are described in the first part of the book, along with some examples of his work at the time. The 

sections that follow contain extracts from an unpublished travel journal he kept during the 60s, episodes 

from the highways on which he was a frequent traveler, and vignettes of life in Mussoorie, past and present. 

With understated humor and compassion, Ruskin Bond records the charming eccentricities of friends and 

acquaintances (a former princess cheerfully obsessed with death and disaster); the silent miracles of nature 

(New moon in a purple sky); life s little joys (the smell of onions frying) and its fleeting regrets. His 

autobiography, Scenes from a Writer’s Life, revels his longing for the familiar images and atmosphere of 

India. In his autobiography, scenes from a writer’s life, Bond describes the loneliness and sadness he felt 

when he went to live with his mother, he felt particularly lost when he arrived at the train station. He states: 

“I expected to be met by my mother or at least someone from her household”. 

His mother did not send receive him nor did she send anyone else to bring him home. Finally, he took a 

horse cart to his maternal grandmother’s home where he thought that he might find his mother. He writes: 

Grandmother could be kind, but she did not dote on her grandchildren. If you told her you were hungry, you 

were presented with a slice of bread and butter. When I was really hungry, I slipped across to Misskellner’s, 

part of the house. She had a well stocked larder and would play me with cakes, scones, meringues, ginger 

biscuits & other delicious. 

Bond has written over 500 short stories & two autobiographies. The first, Scenes from a writer’s life, covers 

a roughly the first twenty one years of his life, and the second book, the lamp is lit, picks up when Bond 

returned to India after a two-year stay in England. Bond has published works in The Illustrated Weekly of 

India, Sunday Statesman, The Hindu, The Tribune, The leader & The Christian Scenes Monitor. According 

to Bond, books “were the great escape”. Books became like friends and provided the comfort that he needed 

during the most difficult times of his young life. He found them in old desks while accompanying his 

stepfather on a hunting trip, in the library at school in Mussoorie and Shimla, and in Jersey. As he himself, 

he confidently adds: 

“And because I have loved it, I think I have been able to pass through the life without being a men’s slave or 

tyrant. I doubt I have ever written a story or essay or work a day article unless I have really wanted to write 

it. And in this way I have probably suffered materially, because I have never attempted a block buster of a 

novel, or   a biography of a celebrity, or a soap opera that goes on forever. The prospect of spinning out 

thousand of words of little or of no consequences seems a dull the d dreary way of earning a living”. 
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Adventurous and thought provoking, the story traces him as a quiet and sensitive boy, Rusty grows into a 

brave and responsible adolescent and sustains himself through difficult times. With his father and 

grandmother passing away in quick succession, Rusty is left in the care of a strict guardian, Mr Harrison. 

However he learns to find opportunities hidden in life’s inevitable painful experiences. Rusty makes exciting 

escapades, first running away from his school with mischievous Daljit, and later by escaping from the strict 

confines of his guardian’s home and finding friends and adventure with Somi, Ranbir, Kishen and others. He 

also discovers the true colors of India. Instead of feeling depressed and miserable, he learns to combat 

injustice, pursue his own individual destiny and find his own identity and self –worth. The author also 

entices the young minds to develop a love for plants and have reverence for nature and humanity. He 

encourages children to inculcate the habit of reading books by portraying Rusty as an ardent reader who 

grew up reading David Copperfield, Dickens, Tagore, Conrad and the likes.  

       Ruskin Bond is the gentle voice of Indo-Anglican literature. He is the link between the British writers of 

India of the nineteenth century and the present day Indo- Anglians. The nineteenth century writers may be 

divided into two broad categories: those who, like William Delafied Arnold and John Lang, wrote chiefly 

about the life of the English in India, and Writers like William Browne Hockley, Philip Meadows Taylor and 

Alexander Allardyce who focused with intimate knowledge on indigenous Indian life. 

 Kipling combines both these influences. Ruskin Bond’s work has affinities with that of Kipling, particularly 

its interest in the supernatural, the animal and child- world and in its evocation of local atmosphere. Ruskin 

Bond’s treatment of these of these subjects however are worlds removed from Kipling’s.  

The former’s greater sympathy and gentle humor bring him in line with a third nineteenth century tradition, 

that of non-fiction writers like Edward Hamilton Aitkin and Philip Steward Robinson, who wrote about 

familiar sights and the ordinary events of  Indian life in a gay, semi- humorous and compassionate manner. 

Any attempt to discover or construct aesthetic or theory of art of Ruskin Bond may appear presumptuous for 

various reasons. It is because among the living Indian literary figures writing in English with a touch of high 

seriousness, Ruskin Bond is not as well known and distinguished as Mulk Raj anand, R.K. Narayana and 

Raja Rao. Moreover, though Ruskin Bond is a versatile writer , he is chiefly known as a short story writer 

and a popular author of children. In the chemistry of his creative process one may discover his deep love for 

children who are unadulterrd specimens of living and kind nature. He celebrates their innocence and pranks 

and their insatiable curiosity to know things and grow rapidly. This love for children seems to emerge partly 

by himself tormented from his childhood and partly from his state of mind that receives the glow of the 

divine in universal love.  

 Born of English parents in india Bond has been in constent search for his own identity. As a growing boy he 

left india for England for a few years, under pressure of circumstances to come back soon. This return of the 

native in search of deep roots in Indian soil was slowly accepted by readers here. All these factors delayed 
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his recognition and gradually when he earned his reputation, nature and quality of his works was not 

evaluated properly. Perhaps the pride and prejudice of Indian critics could not appreciate the authentic sense 

and sensibility of Ruskin Bond. Those who suspect the cultural loyalty of Ruskin Bond, because of his being 

an Anglo- Indian, should bury their worries for he is a case of not dual inheritance but double in heritance. In 

fact, there is no need for a national self- assertion in case of Bond’s writing because they give the true flavor 

of the Indian soil which T.D. Brunton calls ‘national quintessence’. 

 Bond is not an exporter of India or like R.P. Jhabvala, a writer of shifting loyalities. He is no alien to the 

native soil and so no ‘unfriendly spirit’ drifts over his literary world. Sharing the literary temper of Henry 

Derozio and Aubrey Menen, he gives his readers the true ‘feel’ of the Indian life he has seen and lived. His 

European blood seems to be fully naturalized with the Indian spirit. Consequently, his language too conveys 

effectively the nuances of Indian scene. His words take their mould from the sensation and feelings of daily 

life, from his affinity with places, men and surroundings. His art of writing, therefore, is ‘the art of feeling, 

the art of seeing, the art of hearing, the art of using all scenes, whether directly or through imagination. 

Ruskin Bond’s aesthetic also is motivated by personal and private needs and not only by public requirement. 

There is no inclination on the part of the artist to cater to the popular taste. That is why, there is little mention 

of East- West encounter or Indian struggle for independence for Gandhi’s impact or the social abuses or the 

political ferment of the then hard times. In his short stories and poems both passion and compassion spin the 

plot- passion or lust for life caused by intense Yeatsean longings and compassion or rich milk of human 

kindness for the neglected groups and poor people and the rural hill folk around Garhwal or Dehradun.  

Ruskin Bond is the gentle voice of Indo- Anglian literature. He is the link between the british writers of India 

of the 19th century and the present day indo-anginas. As he remarks  

“Even though my forefathers were British, Britain was not really my place. I did not canals, belong to the 

bright lights of Piccadilly and Leicester square, or, for that matter, to the apple orchards of rent or the 

strawberry fields of Berkshire. I belonged, very firmly, to peepal trees & mango groves, to sleepy little 

towns all over India, to hot sunshine, muddy canals, the pungent smell of marigold, the hills of 

home…………..’’ 

 

The 19th century writers may be divided into two broad categories: those who like William Delafied Arnold 

and John Lang wrote chiefly about the life of the English in India, and writers like William Browne Hockley, 

Philip Meadows Taylor and Alexander Allardyce who focused with intimate knowledge on indigenous 

Indian life. 

Kipling combines both these influences. Ruskin Bond’s work has affinities with that of Kipling, particularly 

its interest in the supernatural, the animal and child world and in its evocation of local atmosphere. Ruskin 

Bond’s treatment of these subjects however is a world removed from Kipling’s. 
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Bond deals with the ordinary people, he writes about everyday events; his settings, exotic without appearing 

so. His treatment of the faceless people we meet during our daily routine reveals that they have individual 

histories- “Mysterious fires smoldering beneath…rather drab exterior.” Bond gains his effects by not 

working for effects at all. In responding to and conveying the scenic beauty of our country Ruskin Bond 

comes closest to the British writers on India. The previous writers presented it as exotic; Ruskin Bond views 

it as the natural background for his characters and incidents. Indo- Anglian writers have generally ignored 

Indian flora. Bond evokes the hot uncomfortable nights in the plains, with their mosquitoes, bugs and 

lizards, with the same power with which he describes the “cool, quenching relief of the monsoon,” or the 

coming of autumn in the hills, or the beauty of first snowfall in the mountains, or the biting cold of winter. 
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